For an integral domain D and a torsion-free cancellative strictly subtotally Ž . ww S, F xx ordered monoid S, F , it is shown that the generalized power series ring D is a Krull domain if and only if D is a Krull domain and S is a Krull monoid.
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let D be a Krull domain. Then it is well known that the polynomial ring w x ww xx D X and the power series ring D X are also Krull domains. It is also wÄ 4x well known that the polynomial ring D X is a Krull domain for a family Ä 4 w x w x X of indeterminates 4, Proposition 1.6 . In 2, Theorem 1 , Chouinard g ⌳ w x generalized the polynomial case to the semigroup ring D S ; that is, if S is w x a torsion-free cancellative monoid, then the semigroup ring D S is a Krull domain if and only if D is a Krull domain, S is a Krull monoid, and the quotient group of S satisfies the ACC on cyclic submonoids. On the other hand, there are at least three distinct power series rings in infinitely many w x indeterminates in the literature. In 5 , Gilmer proved that each of these three types of power series rings in infinitely many indeterminates is also a w x Krull domain in case the coefficient ring is a Krull domain. In 10 , Ribenboim investigated the following question: If a ring D satisfies a Ž . property P and a partially ordered monoid S, F satisfies a property Q, 1 ww S, F xx does the ring of generalized power series D satisfy P? And, conww S, F xx Ž . versely, if D satisfies P, does R satisfy P and does S, F satisfy Q? This paper is concerned with Krullness, i.e., giving a necessary and suffiww S, F xx cient condition for the ring of generalized power series D to be a Krull domain. Thus we have generalized and unified the known results mentioned above.
Ž . Ž . Let S, F be an ordered set. We recall that S, F is artinian if every Ž . strictly decreasing sequence of elements of S is finite, and that S, F is narrow if every subset of pairwise order-incomparable elements of S is Ž . finite. It is easy to see that S, F is artinian if and only if every non-empty subset of S has a minimal element. Moreover, if F is a total order, then Ž . S, F is artinian if and only if it is well ordered. Ž . Ž . Let S, F be an ordered monoid. Then we say that S, F is a strictly ordered monoid if s, sЈ, t g S and s -sЈ imply that s q t -sЈ q t. It is Ž . easy to see that if S is cancellative or if F is the trivial order, then S, F is a strictly ordered monoid. w x Ž . The following definition is due to Ribenboim 3 : Let S, F be a strictly ww S, F xx ordered monoid and let D be a commutative ring with 1. Let R s D Ž . Ä Ž . 4 be the set of all functions f : S ª D such that supp f s s g S N f s / 0 is artinian and narrow. It is clear that R is an additive abelian group with Ž . pointwise addition. For every s g S and f , .
x Ž . lows from 3, p. 368, e that X f , . . . , f is finite. This fact allows one to s 1 n define the operation of convolution ) as follows: g ⌳ 3 w x In 3, 7᎐10 , there are many results on the ordered monoid and the ring of generalized power series. We list some, which are frequently used in the sequel.
ⅷ If S is a torsion-free cancellative monoid and if F is any compatible strict order on S, then there exists a compatible strict total order FЈ Ž . on S which is finer than F i.e., if s, t g S such that s F t, then s FЈ t . ⅷ R is a field if and only if D is a field, S is a torsion-free group, and Ž F is a subtotal order i.e., for every s g S there exists an integer k G 1
. w x such that ks F 0 or 0 F ks 3, Theorem 1 . 
Ž .
For an integral domain R, R is its set of nonzero elements and U U R its group of units. General references for any undefined terminology or w x notation are 6, 10 .
MAIN RESULTS

w x
Following 2 , a discrete¨aluation of a group G is a group homomor-Ä Ž . 4 phism¨: G ª ‫.ޚ‬ The¨aluation monoid of¨is g g G N¨g G 0 . We w x recall from 2, p. 1460, Definition that a torsion-free cancellative monoid Ä 4 S is a Krull monoid if there exists a family¨of discrete valuations ␣ ␣ g A of the quotient group G of S such that S is the intersection of the Ä 4 valuation monoids of the¨, and the family¨has finite character 
. To show that S is a Krull monoid, let¨be ␣ ␣ g A ww S, F xx a family of rank-one discrete valuations defining D as a Krull domain. Note that the order F on S extends to a compatible order, still ww S, F xx denoted by F , on the quotient group G of S, and D is a subring of
Žww S, F xx. and e s e ) e , and so e g L s qf D . 
, and thus the¨aluation ring V of
Proof. Since¨is a rank-one discrete valuation on G, its value group ⌫ is a nontrivial cyclic subgroup of ‫.ޚ‬ Thus¨is well defined. Let f, 
Ä 4
Proof. Let G be the quotient group of S and let V be a family of ␣ Ä 4 rank-one discrete valuation monoids on G such that S s l V and V
␣ ␣ ␣
has finite character. Since S is torsion-free and cancellative, there exists a compatible strict total order FЈ on S which is finer than F . Note that
is in all but a finite number of the N 's.
Then X is artinian and narrow. De-
hence f x g K. Thus x g X, which is absurd. Thus it is sufficient to show
which is a contradiction. Thus we have
Ž . clear. Thus the first part of 2 is proved. The last part of 2 follows since 
It is clear that the inequality w f ) h G w f q w h holds. For the reverse inequality, we have
Ž . s w f q w h . Hence we have proved that w determines a valuation on 
is in all but a finite number of the T 's.
2 Since the containment '': '' is clear, it suffices to show that the following claim is satisfied.
Ž . Suppose that the claim holds for every w g supp f such that s FЈ w -Јu. We will show that the claim also holds for u. Let
Ž . has finite character, f s g U U W for all but a finite number of the ␤ 's.
␤
Thus f is in all but a finite number of the T 's. 
